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explores
explored
exploring

space exploration
exploratory surgery

explore

unexplored

explorer
exploration
exploratory
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venture's
ventures
ventured
venturing

adventure story

venture

adventure misadventure

adventurer
adventurous
adventuresome
adventurously
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trail's
trails'
trails
trailed
trailing

trailblazer
trail mix
trail marker
trailer park
trail off

trail

trailer
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Captain Edward J. Smith had received iceberg warnings over the radio and adjusted the **course** of the Titanic slightly South. *(Titanic sinking)*

**course**
the route that a vehicle travels along (n)

**course**
a race track or area where you do challenges one at a time (n)

One exercise the police dogs do is to run through an obstacle **course**. The dogs practice getting over, under, around, and through difficult spots. *(Aero and Officer Mike)*

**course**
a program or class at school or college (n)

In high school I wrote school news for the paper. At Michigan State College I took all the writing **courses**. *(A bookworm who hatched)*

Computer science is just as important now as science **courses** like chemistry, said Hadi Partovi. *(Computer science courses)*
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James's father walked angrily to the broom closet. He opened the door, pulled out a mop with a long wooden handle and began **marching** towards the hallway. 
*(A lion in the bedroom)*

March: the third month of the year (n)

A year has four seasons, spring, summer, fall, and winter. **March** twenty-first is the first day of spring. 
*(Four seasons make a year)*

To walk in a special way, like a soldier - sometimes because of a strong feeling (v)

March

In the 1950s and 1960s, King worked to change unfair laws. He led peaceful **marches** and gave many speeches. 
*(Black history)*

an event where people walk in the streets to show they want to change something (n)